
YUAN VIV  Primary 5 

Book Information 

Title: Super Gun Yuan Zhang 

Author:  Lu Wei Gan 

 

 

Character introduction 

Name of Character: 

  Gun Yu                        

Character introduction: 

Hewas a Chinese history character. He is as brave as a fireman. 

He was a general serving the warlord Liu Bei in the late Eastern Han dynasty.  

 

A Day with a Book Character 

 Today I invited Gun Yu to give a presentation in our morning assembly. All 

the audience was looking forward to seeing him as all the teaching staff and 

schoolmates thought it was impossible. 

 

 He said, “Hello everyone. I am a Chinese general. I helped Lau Bei to fight 

in wars. Do you like me? I’m handsome and brave. My name is Gun Yuan Zhang. 

You can also call me Gun Yu. I’m good at fighting. I killed many bad guys!” 

Then he laughed. “Thank you,” I said. “Ha ha! Goodbye and thank you,” he said. 

Then he went back to long time ago in a time machine. Everyone thought we had 

a dream because how come a general in the past could come to our school hall 

and gave a live presentation. 

 



Name: Ching Ching 

5E 

 

Title: The Fancy Dress Party 

Author: Janey Louise Jones 

Publisher: The Random House Group 

Year of publication: 2008 

 

Name of Character:    Poppy 

Character introduction: Poppy was a lovely girl. She was a stunning blonde. She had a little brother 

and sister. She was kind. 

 

    A Day with a Book Character:Helping Others 

Last Sunday, I came across Poppy in Tsim Sha Tsui. I was surprised. I chitchatted about the book of 

her excitedly. Then, she invited me to go to her Cousin Saffron’s boutique to choose the brand new 

clothes. I was thrilled as the boutique was famous for selling the latest fashion. I would look really 

cool in the array. 

 

‘Welcome!’ Saffron said.  

 

Poppyand I chose some incredible jackets. 

 

‘Saffron’s goods are awesome!’ we screamed with laughter. 

 

When we went home, we found a poor little girl who wore some dilapidated attire. She shook 

on Nathan Road. She must feel cold and should be starving. 

 

‘Shall wehelpher? We could give our clothes to her, right?’ Poppy whispered. 

 

‘The biggest yes I would like to give! You’re right! Although we like the clothes, the skinny girl 

needs them much more than us!’ I agreed. 

 

‘Let’s go!’ Poppy laughed. 

 

We two gave the clothes to the thin girl.  

 

‘Thank you so much. I am warm now,’she bowed to us. 

 



Class:5E                                                Name: Yam Pui Yan 

Title: Jack and the Beanstalk 

Author: Christmas Hall and Martin Coles 

Year of publication: 2009 

Name of Character:Jack 

Character introduction: 

Jack is a helpful boy. Everyone gets along with him. He is as brave as a fireman.Besides, 

Jack is a handsome boy. 

A Day with a Book Character: A day with Jack 

  One day, Jack and I visited some Hong Kong famous 

places.  

  In the morning, we went to the Avenue of Stars to take 

some beautiful photos. 

Jack said, ‘So amazing! I can see my hero, Bruce Lee.’ 

  In the afternoon, we went to Aberdeen to eat seafood. ‘It was delicious!’ he said. 

  In the evening, we went to MongKok to buy an iPad, iPhone and some computer 

games. Then, we went to the Peak to see the stunning view. ‘The firework is gorgeous!’ 

I said. 

‘Are you happy?’ I asked. 

‘Yes, I enjoy it very much.’ Jack replied. Today I’m excited too and I can play with a 

book character, Jack. 

 



CHEN CHAK YAN  Primary 5 

 

Book Information 

Title:  Sport Mouse Challenge C

Author:  ElisabettaDami 

Publisher:  Sun Ya Publications (HK) Ltd.                                   

Year of publication:   2013                                                

 

Character introduction

Name of Character:

  Geronimo Stilton                       

Character introduction: 

Geronimo is a timid mouse. He always longs for

adventures with Thea, Trap, and Benjamin, and sometimes Aunt Sweetfur.

 

 

 

Writing: 

Geronimo Stilton is my pen friend. In this week he was free so I invited him 

to Hong Kong for a one day trip.

Today I took him to Disneylan

“Oh! Help! There is a big cat.” Then he ran out of the cinema and I ran after him 

and said “Don’t be afraid. Let’s eat some dim sum.” He said, “It is so yummy. I 

will write in my new book!” 

Next I took him to play some rides like roller coaster and flying swing. At first 

he was scared, but finally he played many times.

At night he said, “Goodbye my friend. Next time you can visit another 

country with me.” 

 

 

 

 

Mouse Challenge Cycling                                        

Publisher:  Sun Ya Publications (HK) Ltd.                                   

Year of publication:   2013                                                

Geronimo Stilton                        

. He always longs for a quiet life, but he usually takes part in

adventures with Thea, Trap, and Benjamin, and sometimes Aunt Sweetfur. 

Geronimo Stilton is my pen friend. In this week he was free so I invited him 

to Hong Kong for a one day trip. 

Today I took him to Disneyland. First we went to the cinema but he shouted 

“Oh! Help! There is a big cat.” Then he ran out of the cinema and I ran after him 

and said “Don’t be afraid. Let’s eat some dim sum.” He said, “It is so yummy. I 

play some rides like roller coaster and flying swing. At first 

he was scared, but finally he played many times. 

At night he said, “Goodbye my friend. Next time you can visit another 

 

ycling                                         

Publisher:  Sun Ya Publications (HK) Ltd.                                    

Year of publication:   2013                                                 

usually takes part in far-away 

Geronimo Stilton is my pen friend. In this week he was free so I invited him 

d. First we went to the cinema but he shouted 

“Oh! Help! There is a big cat.” Then he ran out of the cinema and I ran after him 

and said “Don’t be afraid. Let’s eat some dim sum.” He said, “It is so yummy. I 

play some rides like roller coaster and flying swing. At first 

At night he said, “Goodbye my friend. Next time you can visit another 



Class: 6A                    Name

Title: Pancake DayAuthor: Sally Ridd

Publisher: New Reading 360Year of publication: 2007

‘A Day with a Book Character’ 

Character introduction 

Name of Character:Jimmy 

Character introduction: 

Jimmy is a student and he has a lovely dog.  Last year, he participated in the pancake tossing 

competition but he lost.  He wanted to win the competition this year.

 

Writing:Pancake Tossing Competition

Last year, Jimmy lost the pancake tossing competition.  

competition, he asked me to help him make pancakes.

 

The day before Pancake Day, I went to his home and helped him make pancakes.  When 

we were making the pancake later, his dog jumped into the bowl of batter.  

 

Splash!  ‘What are you doing, Scruff?’ cried Jimmy.  

 

Scruff was stuck with the batter and look

 

‘So funny, Scruff!’ I said.  Then we made another batter again.  At last, we made some 

pancakes. 

 

Jimmy started to practise tossing pancakes. He tossed pancakes very high but he could 

not catch anyone.  The pancakes fell on the floor 

discouraged.  ‘ 

 

This is the last one!  I believe you can!’  I encouraged him.  

 

Then he tried again and caught it successfully.  

 

‘I did it!’ shouted Jimmy.  On the pancake day, Jimmy won the pancake competition.  

‘Hooray!’ everybody screamed. 

 

I think we can achieve success if we practi

 

 

Name: CHEUNG CHEUK KI 

Title: Pancake DayAuthor: Sally Ridd 

Publisher: New Reading 360Year of publication: 2007 

 

Jimmy is a student and he has a lovely dog.  Last year, he participated in the pancake tossing 

competition but he lost.  He wanted to win the competition this year. 

etition 

Last year, Jimmy lost the pancake tossing competition.  Since he wanted to win the nex

competition, he asked me to help him make pancakes. 

The day before Pancake Day, I went to his home and helped him make pancakes.  When 

we were making the pancake later, his dog jumped into the bowl of batter.  

Splash!  ‘What are you doing, Scruff?’ cried Jimmy.   

Scruff was stuck with the batter and looked like a snowman.   

‘So funny, Scruff!’ I said.  Then we made another batter again.  At last, we made some 

e tossing pancakes. He tossed pancakes very high but he could 

not catch anyone.  The pancakes fell on the floor and became Scruff’s snack.  He looked 

This is the last one!  I believe you can!’  I encouraged him.   

Then he tried again and caught it successfully.   

‘I did it!’ shouted Jimmy.  On the pancake day, Jimmy won the pancake competition.  

 

I think we can achieve success if we practise hard and prepare well. 

Jimmy is a student and he has a lovely dog.  Last year, he participated in the pancake tossing 

he wanted to win the next 

The day before Pancake Day, I went to his home and helped him make pancakes.  When 

we were making the pancake later, his dog jumped into the bowl of batter.   

‘So funny, Scruff!’ I said.  Then we made another batter again.  At last, we made some 

e tossing pancakes. He tossed pancakes very high but he could 

and became Scruff’s snack.  He looked 

‘I did it!’ shouted Jimmy.  On the pancake day, Jimmy won the pancake competition.  

 



Class: 6A  Name: Ho Suet Lam 

A Day with a Book Character 

Title: Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s StoneAuthor: J K Rowling 

Publisher: BloomsburyYear of publication: 1997 

 

Name of Character:Hermione 

Character introduction: 

Hermione is a magic strength of the people but she is kind and good-looking.  

Hermione is never proud because of magic strength.  She is humble. 

 

Writing:Chit-chat with Hermione 

 

This morning, I was reading my new book ‘Harry Potter and the 
Philosopher’s Stone’.  I was very amazed to read this book because 
the plot of this book was wonderful. 
 

Suddenly, some strong lights appeared in my room.  I was 
shocked because the book became a giant and Hermione climbed out 
in my book.  I did not know how to react.  Then, she said, ‘hi’ to me.  
I respond to her ‘hello’.  Next, we talked a lot.  We chatted about boys, 
girls, what we hate and what I like.  In the end, she told me she liked 
Ron because Ron was generous and outgoing.  I think ‘Wow, I knew 
they will get married in the end.’ 
 

At last, she said goodbye to me and she promised me she will 
come gain.  I was glad to meet this famous person of my favourite 
book. 
 

 



Primary 6A                               Name: NG HON YIU OSCAR 

Title: Charlie and the Chocolate FactoryAuthor: Doald Dahl 

Publisher: Puffin BooksYear of publication: 2005 

Character introduction 

Name of Character:Charlie, Augustus, Violet, Veruca and Mike (me) 

Character introduction: 

Charlie listens to Mr. Willy Wonka so he gets the key of access a chocolate factory which 

everyone likes visiting it.  He is as wise as an owl. 

 

 ‘A day with a book character’ 

Title: A Day with Charlie: Go through the 

future 

One day, I met Charlie in the 

parkcoincidentally.   

 

‘Can I visit your factory now?’ I asked. 

 

‘Sure, why not?’ he replied.   

 

I had been looking forward to it for a long time.  I was as excited as a bottle of bees. 

 

The factory was huge.   

 

First, I saw different kinds of chocolate everywhere.  They looked very tasty but 

Charlie warned me not to eat them because I would fall into the river like Augustus.  

However I could not resist the thought of eating chocolate so I tried a bit.  It tasted like 

litchi, every delicious. 

 

Suddenly, I slipped and fell into the river but I was still breathing!   

 

Soon, I reached the destination of the river – chocolate laboratory.  It was a secret 

room. 

 

Then, I walked around there and found Augustus, Violet and Mike.  Charlie and 

Veruca appeared soon after that.   

 

‘What’s going on?’ I shouted.   

 

‘Come with us and know everything about it.’ Charlie said.  They brought me to a 

place where there was a time machine. 

 



BOOM!  I lost my consciousness for a while and I woke up.   

 

They turned into robots and said, ‘We are from the future.  The real us had already 

died.  We are just repetition!’  I couldn’t believe it and it made me so disappointed.  I 

ran out of the prospective chocolate factory. 

 

Outside the factory, there was no more human on the earth.  The earth became 

deserted with a strange atmosphere.  Soon, I met a kind robot.  He whispered, ‘Hey, 

boy!  You shouldn’t be here.  All human have moved to another galaxy because the 

environment was not suitable for human anymore, so the human sold the earth. 

 

‘No!’ I screamed.  I went back to the past using the time machine and started my plan – 

‘Let’s save the Earth!’ 

 

 

  



Class: 6AName:YU HEI WUN 

‘A day with a book character’ 

Title: A Perfect Time for PandasAuthor: Mary Pope Osborne

Publisher: Random’s HouseYear of publication: 2012

 

Character introduction 

Name of Character:Annie 

Character introduction: 

She has pony hair.  She is brave, caring and 

loves giant pandas. 

 

Writing:Visiting Pandas 

 

Today, Annie chatted with me and she said she really loved panda and her dream was to 

see real pandas so we went to Kolong Town to visit the giant pandas by her magic tree 

house. 

 

We rode bicycle to the Panda Centre because we could look at the beautiful v

sports.  We rode and rode and chatted and chatted

centre.  ‘Hey!  I’m late!’ shouted Jack, Annie’s brother.  ‘Now we can come in.’ said 

Annie. 

 

When we were in the panda centre, we first went to the nursery.  There

newborn panda.  It is cute.  Then we met some panda keeper and Bing Bing’s keeper 

invited us to help him.  We fed Bing Bing and cleaned her house.  It is a challenging 

job for a panda keeper. 

 

Next we went to a panda kindergarten.  There are 

swinging on rubber tires and wooden swing sets.  Others were climbing logs or sliding 

down a slide.  Some rolled in the grass, while others wrestled, tumbled or did 

somersaults.  They were all lovely.

 

Happy time went fast.  It was time to leave now.  We went home by the magic tree 

house and said ‘goodbye!’ to others.  Today, we’ve all learnt about giant panda and a 

little bit in Earth now.  So we need to protect the eco friendly now to save all the 

endangered species. 

 

Title: A Perfect Time for PandasAuthor: Mary Pope Osborne 

Publisher: Random’s HouseYear of publication: 2012 

She has pony hair.  She is brave, caring and 

Today, Annie chatted with me and she said she really loved panda and her dream was to 

see real pandas so we went to Kolong Town to visit the giant pandas by her magic tree 

We rode bicycle to the Panda Centre because we could look at the beautiful v

sports.  We rode and rode and chatted and chatted.  After a while,w

centre.  ‘Hey!  I’m late!’ shouted Jack, Annie’s brother.  ‘Now we can come in.’ said 

When we were in the panda centre, we first went to the nursery.  There

newborn panda.  It is cute.  Then we met some panda keeper and Bing Bing’s keeper 

invited us to help him.  We fed Bing Bing and cleaned her house.  It is a challenging 

Next we went to a panda kindergarten.  There are many little pandas.  Some were 

swinging on rubber tires and wooden swing sets.  Others were climbing logs or sliding 

down a slide.  Some rolled in the grass, while others wrestled, tumbled or did 

somersaults.  They were all lovely. 

It was time to leave now.  We went home by the magic tree 

house and said ‘goodbye!’ to others.  Today, we’ve all learnt about giant panda and a 

little bit in Earth now.  So we need to protect the eco friendly now to save all the 

smart.  She 

Today, Annie chatted with me and she said she really loved panda and her dream was to 

see real pandas so we went to Kolong Town to visit the giant pandas by her magic tree 

We rode bicycle to the Panda Centre because we could look at the beautiful view and do 

ile,we reached the 

centre.  ‘Hey!  I’m late!’ shouted Jack, Annie’s brother.  ‘Now we can come in.’ said 

When we were in the panda centre, we first went to the nursery.  There was just one 

newborn panda.  It is cute.  Then we met some panda keeper and Bing Bing’s keeper 

invited us to help him.  We fed Bing Bing and cleaned her house.  It is a challenging 

many little pandas.  Some were 

swinging on rubber tires and wooden swing sets.  Others were climbing logs or sliding 

down a slide.  Some rolled in the grass, while others wrestled, tumbled or did 

It was time to leave now.  We went home by the magic tree 

house and said ‘goodbye!’ to others.  Today, we’ve all learnt about giant panda and a 

little bit in Earth now.  So we need to protect the eco friendly now to save all the 



Class:6A 

Name: CHEUNG HOI FEI JORDAN 

Title: Cars 2 

Author: Lisa Marsoli 

Publisher: Parragon 

Year of publication: 2011 

‘A day with a book character’ 

Character introduction 

 

Name of Character: 

Lighting Mcqueen 

 

Character introduction: 

Lighting Mcqueen is a speedy race car who is aggressive.  He won the World Grand Prix race 

with the help of Mater. 

 

Writing:A Good Time with Mcqueen 

 

One day, I heard a car kept horning, and I was awake by the noise.  I looked outside the 

window, it was my favourite car – Lighting Mcqueen!  Mcqueen asked, ‘Why don’t we go for a 

ride in Macau Racing Arena?’  I answered, ‘Of course, let’s roll!’ 

 

Then, we went to Macau Racing Arena.  Mcqueen taught me many driving techniques, he 

taught me how to drift and handle the car better and safely. 

 

While we were having a good time, a snobbish F1 race car stopped in front of us and 

challenged us to race with him.  We decided to teach him a lesson. 

 

At last, I used the skills that Mcqueen taught me to win the race.  The F1 race car felt ashamed 

and promised that he would not be too snobbish next time. 

 

Today I had a good time with Mcqueen!  I learnt that we should be humble, and Mcqueen had 

a new friend after this incident which is the F1 race car. 

 

 



 Lin Yao Lei, Louis6B 

Title:PinocchioAuthor:Carlo Collodi 

Publisher:DisneyYear of publication:2001 

Name of character: Pinocchio 

Character introduction: Pinocchio is famous for having a short nose that 

turns into longer when he is stressful, especially when he tells lies. His 

clothes are made of flowered paper.  

A Day with a Book Character:  

Shopping Trip with Pinocchio 

OneOneOneOne    day, day, day, day, PinocchiPinocchiPinocchiPinocchio went shopping with me in a massive o went shopping with me in a massive o went shopping with me in a massive o went shopping with me in a massive 

supermarket. He suddenly did not move. I did notsupermarket. He suddenly did not move. I did notsupermarket. He suddenly did not move. I did notsupermarket. He suddenly did not move. I did not    know know know know what he would what he would what he would what he would 

like to dolike to dolike to dolike to do....    

Then, tThen, tThen, tThen, thehehehe    managermanagermanagermanager    found that there found that there found that there found that there were lots of snacks disappearedwere lots of snacks disappearedwere lots of snacks disappearedwere lots of snacks disappeared. . . . 

HHHHe suspected that someoe suspected that someoe suspected that someoe suspected that someone had stolen the ne had stolen the ne had stolen the ne had stolen the goods so he called the police goods so he called the police goods so he called the police goods so he called the police 

for help. Then, all thefor help. Then, all thefor help. Then, all thefor help. Then, all the    customers customers customers customers had to stay there.had to stay there.had to stay there.had to stay there.    

MeanwhileMeanwhileMeanwhileMeanwhile, it was Pinocchio's turn, it was Pinocchio's turn, it was Pinocchio's turn, it was Pinocchio's turn    to be interviewed by to be interviewed by to be interviewed by to be interviewed by thethethethe    police police police police 

officer. Tofficer. Tofficer. Tofficer. The he he he inspector found that there was nothinginspector found that there was nothinginspector found that there was nothinginspector found that there was nothing    in his in his in his in his tiny pocket. tiny pocket. tiny pocket. tiny pocket.     

"Did you steal"Did you steal"Did you steal"Did you steal    the goods?"the goods?"the goods?"the goods?"    asked asked asked asked thethethethe    cob.cob.cob.cob.    

"I"I"I"It is not me." t is not me." t is not me." t is not me." Pinocchio replied.Pinocchio replied.Pinocchio replied.Pinocchio replied.    

But when he had finished But when he had finished But when he had finished But when he had finished his interview, his nose became longer his interview, his nose became longer his interview, his nose became longer his interview, his nose became longer 

again.again.again.again.    
                                                                                                               
                   

 

 



6BSO YOU LUN 

Title:Thea Stilton and the Ghost of The Shipwreck                   . 

 

Author:Geronimo Stilton . 

 

Publisher: Scholastic 

 

Year of publication:2007 . 

 

A Day with a Book Character 

 

Character introduction 

 

Name of Character: 

Nicky                                 . 

 

Character introduction: 

Nicky is a girl.She was born in Australia.She wants to be an ecologist.She  

loves space and nature.She is always positive. 

 

Title:Coming Across an Alien with Nicky 

It was a dark and stormy night.Nicky and I were about to go to bed. We     

heard a tapping sound on the window. We saw a face at the window.It’s    

an …alien! We started to shout for our parent, but there was no reply. Then, 

Nicky told me that they were at a fancy dress party. Suddenly we heard     

somefootsteps.They were getting louder and louder. I took my cell phone and   

started to take picture near the giant window. Soon, the footstep    

died off, so we decide to sleep.  

In the morning, we took a look at the picture that we took. It was dark because I forgot to use the 

flash. We quickly went down the stair and told Nicky’s father the whole incident and he startedto 

laugh. We started to laugh too when he told us he had dressed up as an three-eye alien that in Toy’s 

Story for the fancy dress party. Today, I am stillamused whenIthink I was so afraid of Nicky’s father in 

alien costume.                

 

 

 

 



YIP KA CHUNG6B 

Title: DoraemonAuthor: Fujiko F. Fujio

Publisher: ShogakukanYear of publication: 1969

 

Character Introduction 

Doraemon has a round face. He is as wise as an owl. He 

bunch of treasures! He is a helpful cat robot.

A Day with a Book Character:
because of Doraemon
One day, when I 
Doraemonstanding 
to go travelling! I accept
very excited! 
   First, he took me to see the dinosaur. Some 
dinosaursgot wings
werevery huge and 
away. 

Then he took me to 
things I have never see
and flying cars. In the future
because of Doraemon

Suddenly, a giant
screamed, people became deaf. 
cat,Doraemon,was calm in front of it when others ran 
away. He gave me 
and I shot the monster
hero in the future world. Everyone yelled for me when 
the monster dead. 
   This adventure was a
 

 

 

  

Title: DoraemonAuthor: Fujiko F. Fujio 

Year of publication: 1969 

He is as wise as an owl. He 

! He is a helpful cat robot. 

A Day with a Book Character:    I Am the Hero 
because of Doraemon 

 openedmy bedroom 
standing outside the door and he 

! I accepted it very quickly and I 

First, he took me to see the dinosaur. Some 
s and they could fly! Some 

and they ate meat. I was scared and ran 

Then he took me to the future! I saw a bunch
never seen, like some self-driving 
. In the future, everything wasgorgeous

because of Doraemon’s brand-new invention
giant monster came out! 

screamed, people became deaf. As a brave robot 
was calm in front of it when others ran 

gave me his latest invention -air gun t
and I shot the monster. I killed the monster! 

future world. Everyone yelled for me when 
 

This adventure was awesome and excited!

has a bag with a 

I Am the Hero 

 door, I saw 
outside the door and he invited me 

it very quickly and I was 

First, he took me to see the dinosaur. Some 
fly! Some dinosaurs 
I was scared and ran 

bunch of new 
driving planes 

wasgorgeous 
new invention.  

monster came out! When he 
As a brave robot 

was calm in front of it when others ran 
air gun to me 

I killed the monster! I am the 
future world. Everyone yelled for me when 

wesome and excited! 



Name:IMADA MITSUKI 

 P.6 C 
 

 A day with a Book Character 

      

 Title :   Harry Potter 

Author : J.K. Rowling 

Publisher : Bloomsbuty Publishing 

Year of publication :  1997 

 

Character introduction 

Name of Character:  Harry Potter 

Character introduction: He is the student of a wizard school. He is as wise as an owl. 

Wearing a pair of big glasses, it makes him look smarter. 

 

Writing: Everything was gorgeous with Harry 

 

Today is a very important day to me because I have invited Potter to visit Japan 

Universal studio. It is very exciting for me, as I am his number 1 fans.  

We enjoyed lunch at the restaurant inside the Universal studio first and then we 

walkaround the park. There were a lot interesting things that I have never met 

before. 

 

 We rode on the roller coaster for fun.When we reached the most upper side of the 

roller coaster, suddenly, itstopped and was jammed there. There must be some 

technical problems with the machine I thought. Everyone was shocked and looked 

miserable.  

 

After 20 minutes we were still stuck up high. Finally, Harry decided to use his wizard 

power to fix the problem, I saw him raise his hand. After mumbling some kinds of 

magic word I guessed, Miracle happened, the roller coaster started again. It was just 

amazing. Everything was gorgeous with Harry. 

 

 



Name: LEE HO YING 

Class: 6C 

Title: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

Author: Roald Dahl 

Publisher: Puffin Books 

Year of publication: 1967 

‘A day with a book character’ 

Name of Character: 

Charlie Bucket 

 

Character introduction: 

Charlie is my favorite character in this book. He is as obedient as a lamb because he always 

listens to Mr Wonka. We should learn from him. 

 

A Day with a Book Character 

Title: I Love Charlie! 

   Today I went to thechocolate factorywith Charlie to have an adventure. 

 

  First we prepared chocolate hot pot near a chocolate river. It’s the most delicious food 

I have ever tried. 

 

  Then, we went to an inventing room to enjoy thelatest chewing gum. After that, Charlie 

took me to prepare chocolate. Our clothes were very grubby. 

 

  Next,we visited the television-chocolate room. Everything looked tiny in front of the 

talented made screen. 

 

 Finally,we enjoyed chocolate supper together and gobbled chocolate dessert asI am 

addicted to chocolate! 

 

At night, Charlie and I had a bear hug and left the chocolate factory. 

 

  



Name: SHING WAI CHING SAMI 

Class: 6C 

‘A day with a book character’ 

Title: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

Author: Roald Dahl 

Publisher: Puffin Books 

Year of publication: 1967 

 

Name of Character: 

Charlie Bucket 

 

Character introduction: 

 

Charlie is intelligent and obedient. When Mr. Wonka told him what he shouldn’t do, he 

obeyed, for instance, he didn’t take a sip of chocolate when he was told. 

 

Title: What a Fantastic Day 

Today, I went to the Chocolate factory with Charlie again.  

First, we enjoyed the landscape where is near the chocolate river. Then, we jumped into 

the chocolate river to swim. 

Next, we drove the boat to the toffees room. I have eaten so many toffees as they are 

so sweet and tasty. 

After a while, we went to the inventing room. I have seen the notice on a chewing gum 

machine there, it said ‘Please don’t eat me, if you eat me, you’ll become a blueberry balloon!’ 

When I saw the notice, I laughed and laughed. 

As the curious children, moreover, we went to the nut room. A notice is shown again, but 

it is on the railing. It said ‘Please don’t climb in the squirrel place, otherwise, you will be 

sent to the trash by squirrel!’ We found it was funny as well. 

‘Oh! It is late! I must go home. I’m afraid my parents will worry about me,’ I screamed.         

‘Ok! I hope that I can see you someday,’ he whispered. 

    Today is a fantastic day!  

 



6DWONG PANG YU 

A Day with a Book Character 

 

Title:JUSTICE LEAGUE 
Author:Geoff Johns 
Publisher:DC Comics 
Year of publication:2011 
 
Character introduction 
Name of Character: 
Batman 
Character introduction: 
He is a hero.He helps the police to fight for 
crimes.He appears at night. 
My Hero: Batman 
  Today,I met batman.He was handsome and brilliant.He had a lot of 
helpful tools,such as Batmobile,Bat Bike,Bat Signal. 
  First, we ate breakfast and he told me that he had a lot of high 
technology tools that he would like to show me. 
Then he showed me the Bat Mobile.I thought it was so cool. He took 

me into a race car and had a driving test.I thought it was very easy to 
drive.It was fun.I accidentally crashed his car but the car did not take 
any damage. 
  After that he showed me the Bat-Signal at night.It was very cool 
because it showed his logo. 
  Next he showed me the Batman Cave.It was very amazing because 
there was a lot of CCTV and signals. 
  Finally Batman and I said goodbye.Today was very fun. 
 



6E Lo Cheuk Lam 

Title : Peter and Wendy 
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Name of Character:Peter Pan 

Character introduction: 

Peter Pan is a mischievous young boy who could fly and never grew up. He lived on the island of 

Neverland with fairies and pirates. 

 

A Day with a Book Character

One day, when I was sleeping. Suddenly I heard a voice.

Please!’‘Who are you?’I asked. (

Pan…!’’Follow me to Neverland right now, please!

asked. ‘The fairies are caught by a pirate Captain Hook,

fly!’I said. Suddenly Iwas flying

After that, we arrived at Neverland. Then, Peter Pan took me to the tree. I 

saw the pirate Captain Hook. He tied the fairies on the pirate ship. 

her, ‘I said.  

Then, I was flying near the ship. I shouted. 

very handsome today.’‘Who are you?

I come from Hong Kong.’‘I want to showyou 

marbles on my hands.) Can I walk a little closer to you?

the captain. At that moment, I threw all 

the same time, Peter Pan was f

Finally, we held a big big party to celebrate 
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mischievous young boy who could fly and never grew up. He lived on the island of 

 

ok Character: A day with Peter Pan 

sleeping. Suddenly I heard a voice. ‘Wake up! Wake up! 

asked. (When I opened my eyes.)

Follow me to Neverland right now, please!’he said. 

The fairies are caught by a pirate Captain Hook,’ he said. 

was flying in the sky. I fly! I couldn’t believe it!

, we arrived at Neverland. Then, Peter Pan took me to the tree. I 

saw the pirate Captain Hook. He tied the fairies on the pirate ship. 

was flying near the ship. I shouted. ‘Hi! Mr. Captain Hook. You look 

Who are you?’ asked the captain. ‘My name is Cherry. 

I want to showyou a special thing.(I hold a bag of 

hands.) Can I walk a little closer to you?’ I asked. 

moment, I threw all the marbles to be a captain

the same time, Peter Pan was flying to save the fairies. We won!

Finally, we held a big big party to celebrate our victory. 

mischievous young boy who could fly and never grew up. He lived on the island of 

Wake up! Wake up! 

When I opened my eyes.)‘Pe…Pe…Peter 

he said. ‘What happen?’ I 

he said. ‘But I can’t 

t believe it! 

, we arrived at Neverland. Then, Peter Pan took me to the tree. I 

saw the pirate Captain Hook. He tied the fairies on the pirate ship. ‘ I can help 

Hi! Mr. Captain Hook. You look 

My name is Cherry. 

special thing.(I hold a bag of 

I asked. ‘Come!’said 

marbles to be a captain’s face. At 

lying to save the fairies. We won! 


